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hand, motivates internal policing of the settlement amount. Given
the cost alone of a good faith hearing (and setting aside, for a
moment, its other inefficiencies) internal policing is a far more
efficient method of obtaining settlements that reflect actual fault. 181
IV.

APPLYING THE VALUES OF SYMMETRY AND CONSISTENCY,

EguiITY,

AND SETTLEMENT TO THE PLACEMENT OF THE RISK OF A

PARTIAL SETTLEMENT

The arguments for placing the risk of a partial settlement on
either the plaintiff or the nonsettling defendant do not exist in a
vacuum. The test for each argument is not its intrinsic soundness,
but rather whether it adheres to and furthers certain values. In
particular, the most important of these values is symmetry with the
federal securities laws. Risk should be looked at not as a problem
to be dealt with, but instead as a tool to be utilized in a manner
consistent with the mechanics of the security acts. A second value
that must be reflected is equity. Equity is the foundation upon which
contribution was rebuilt in this country. Finally, the value associated
with the public policy that encourages private settlement of disputes
should be fostered.
A.

Mechanics of the Securities Acts

Symmetry and consistencyf involve more than simply choosing
a means that effectuates the goals chosen by the 1933 and 1934
Congresses. This doctrine of statutory construction also requires that
the means itself be consistent with the means utilized by Congress.
Thus, in order to determine which settlement bar rule is most
symmetrical, the means Congress chose to achieve its purpose must
first be examined.
In practice, the purposes and effects of the Securities Act and
the Securities Exchange Act are multitudinous and complex. This
"spectacular legislation," 183 however, was introduced for a very simple purpose: "To protect the investing public and honest business.

181. The plaintiff "is given a strong incentive to drive the hardest bargain
with the settlor and not to prejudice the remaining tortfeasors by a settlement that
is either collusive, deliberately discriminatory or unintentionally inadequate. This
self-regulatory incentive is clearly more effective than the requirement of 'good

faith' . . . ." Fleming, supra note 55, at 1496.
182. See supra notes 1-22 and accompanying text.
183. Douglas & Bates, supra note 72, at 171.
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The basic policy is that of informing the investor of the facts concerning securities to be offered for sale in interstate and foreign
commerce and providing protection against fraud and misrepresentation'. 184 Protection of the investor was imperative because severe
abuses were eroding the viability of the capital market in the United
States.'8 5 In particular, securities abuses "sucked credit" away from
general use, which caused severe detriment to the agricultural, com86
mercial, and industrial sectors.'
The Securities Act was enacted not only as an in compensalionem
response to the abuse of securities, but also as an in terrorem response.187
The comments of the legislators who enacted the legislation indicate
that the primary purpose was to affect the behavior of issuers, sellers,
and related parties. ' To accomplish this goal, the statute made
accountable all persons who participated in drafting the statements
for investors. One mechanism for doing so was the imposition of
civil liability.8 9 Shortly after enactment of the Securities Act, Harry
Schulman provided what remains one of the most instructive insights
into civil liability pursuant to the federal securities acts:
There is danger in discussing civil liability in connection
with the Securities Act that both the purpose of the Act
and the emphasis of the discussion will be misunderstood.

184. S. REP. No. 47, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1933).
185. H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1933). Rep. Rayburn
described the "catastrophe" of the depression which had resulted in the loss of
one-third of the national wealth. 77 CONG. REC. 2918 (1933).
186. S. REP. No. 792, 73d Cong. 2d Sess. 3 (1934).
187. Douglas & Bates, supra note 72, at 173; Harry Shulman, Civil Liability
and the Securities Act, 43 YALE L.J. 227, 251 (1933).
188. For example, Representative Bulwinkle stated that "the objective to be
sought by the legislation is the publicity of all material facts connected with the
sale of securities." 77 CONG. REQ. 2924 (1933). He further stated that under the
Act, directors and managing officers were
not only liable civilly for an untrue statement of a material fact and for
the omission to state a material fact, but they are criminally liable when
they fail to do that which was required of them and which was done with
the purpose to defraud the purchaser of the security.

Id.
Representative Wolverton stated that the criminal and civil penalties were
necessary "to insure care and remove [the] possibility of untrue or extravagant
statements of fact." Id. at 2931.
189. See S. REP. No. 792, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1934) ("effective regulation
must include several clear statutory provisions reinforced by penal and civil sanctions"); see also statements cited supra note 188 (discussing objectives of securities
legislation).
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It is not the object of the Act simply to provide a legal
remedy for the investor who has bought securities upon a
false representation, to compensate him for a loss incurred.
Even the provisions for civil liability are calculated to be
largely preventative rather than redressive. Both in the
extent of liability imposed ...

and in the limitation of the

amounts recoverable, the in terrorem function of the Act is
evidenced. But even this purpose of securing preventive
vigilance and caution on the part of persons concerned is
only coordinate with, or probably subordinate to, another
object. The Act seeks not only to secure accuracy in the
information that is volunteered to investors, but also, and
perhaps more especially, to compel the disclosure of significant matters which were heretofore rarely, if ever, disclosed. Civil liability is imposed largely as one appropriate
means of accomplishing these ends, not as the end itself,
or, on the other hand, as the only means. While, then,
discussions of the Act may properly be directed to the
different provisions separately, it is apt to be misleading,
and more covertly disingenuous, if the principal objectives
are not constantly pushed to the front.' 9
Compensation of victims obviously is a laudatory function of
the securities acts and must not be completely put aside. Compensation qua compensation, however, is not the goal of the securities
act but rather is merely one of the modus operandi chosen by Congress.
Compensation" is best perceived as a fool that is utilized in the
operations of the securities laws.1 91
B.

Are Settlement Bars Permissible?

Given the emphasis that Congress has placed on making wrongdoers accountable, the question arises: Should settlement bars be

190. Shulman, supra note 187, at 227. Recognition of the subtle but very

important distinction between compensation as a means of enforcing liability and
compensation as the purpose of liability has not been confined to academia. The
judiciary too has recognized that "[c]ivil liability under section 11 [of the Securities
Act] and similar provisions was designed not so much to compensate the defrauded
purchaser as to promote enforcement of the Act and to deter negligence by providing
a penalty for those who fail in their duties." Globus v. Law Research Serv., 418
F.2d 1276, 1288 (2d Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 913 (1970).
191. See Helen S. Scott, Resurrecting Indemnification: Contribution Clauses in UnderwritingAgreements 61 N.Y.U. L. REv. 223, 250-51 (1986).
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allowed in federal securities actions? The argument supporting the
disallowance of settlement bars is as follows.
Congress either explicitly or implicitly created rights of contribution in several of the civil liability sections of the securities acts.
Since Congress created those rights, only Congress may extinguish
them. As a result, they remain available to all defendants until
completion of the trial. 192 This straightforward approach was used
by the only English court' 93 to address the relationship between partial
settlement agreements and England's Civil Liability (Contribution)
Act of 1978.194 Despite an argument that prohibiting settlement bars
would preclude partial settlement, the Master of the Rolls posited
that the language of the statute was "unambiguous" and not amenable to "judicial amendment."19
The language that the Mister of the Rolls was considering,
however, provides more detail than the language Congress has put
forth to explicate the right of contribution pursuant to the federal
securities laws. The English act states that "[a] person shall be liable
to make contribution . . . notwithstanding that he has ceased to be
liable in respect of the damage in question since the time when the
damage occurred.' 1 96 The federal securities acts contain no similar
passage. 97 Thus, absent any explicit directions from Congress and
to the extent that settlement bars are not discordant with or asymmetrical to the federal securities acts nor offensive to equity, the
societal goal of encouraging private settlement should be accommodated. 9 8

192. One federal court has accepted this reasoning. Harrison v. Sheats, 608
F. Supp. 502, 506-07 (E.D. Cal. 1985). Harrison was decided before settlement bars
were used in federal securities actions. The Ninth Circuit, however, rejected this

reasoning in Franklin v. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d 1222, 1229 (9th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 890 (1990). Adamski, who also wrote on this issue before settlement

bars were allowed by courts in federal securities actions, noted that the lack of

settlement bars made partial settlement a very difficult undertaking for both plaintiffs
and defendants. Adamski, supra note 13, at 542-47; see also Fischer, supra note 76,
at 1831-36 (also written before jurisprudence of settlement bars was developed).
193. See Logan v. Uttlesford Dist. Council, The Times, Feb. 21, 1984 (Q.B.),

aff'd, 136 New L.J. 541 (C.A. 1984).
194. Civil Liability (Contribution) Act 1978, ch. 47 (Eng.).
195. Logan, 136 New L.J. at 541.
196. Civil Liability (Contribution) Act 1978, ch. 47, § 1(3) (Eng.).
197. See infra note 244.
198. See Adamski, supra note 13, at 542 ("In determining the scope of the
right to contribution after settlement, it should be possible to develop a rule that

is consistent with the purposes of the securities laws without unduly discouraging
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C.
1.

Application of the Values

Consistency and Symmetry with the Federal Securities Laws

The paramount guide for shaping the contours of contribution
is consistency and symmetry with the operation of federal securities

the parties from settlement.").
Another question that could be asked is whether the choice of settlement bar
rule is a matter of federal law or if the choice is a matter of state forum law. In
light of the Supreme Court's decisions, there can, however, be little question that
the choice of settlement bar rule is a question of federal, rather than state, law.
See, e.g., Musick, Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 113 S. Ct. 2085,
2092 (1993) ("Those charged with liability in a 10b-5 action have a right to
contribution against other parties who have joint responsibility for the violation.");
Lampf, Pleva, Lipkind, Prupis & Petigrow v. Gilbertson, 111 S. Ct. 2773, 2778
(1991) (where use of "state limitations period would frustrate the policies embraced
by the federal enactment," courts will use federal law other than state law).
One district court opinion, rendered before either Lampf or Musick, held that
choice of settlement bars is a matter of state law. First Fed. Sav. & Loan Assoc.
of Pittsburgh v. Oppenheim, Appel, Dixon & Co., 631 F. Supp. 1029, 1036
(S.D.N.Y. 1986). The court justified its decision by claiming that it would be
difficult to impose one set of rules on a plaintiff's federal claims and another set
on the plaintiff's state claims. Id. at 1035 (citing Quintel Corp., N.V. v. Citibank,
N.A., No. 80 Civ. 4936, slip op. at 3-5 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 23, 1983)). Indeed, most
claims brought under the federal securities laws are accompanied by pendant state
claims, although these claims are generally considered secondary or irrelevant by
the parties involved. Alexander, supra note 112, at 515 n.55. See also In re Atlantic
Fin. Management, Inc. Sec. Litig., 718 F. Supp. 1012, 1017 (D. Mass. 1988)
(stating that it is not required to make a decision because Massachusetts did not
have a statute).
The Supreme Court's familiar admonition against the creation of federal common law, Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938), does not foreclose
creation of "nationwide federal rules" to govern rights granted by the Constitution
or by federal law. United States v. Kimbell Foods, Inc., 440 U.S. 715, 728 (1979).
"Whether to adopt state law or to fashion a nationwide federal rule is a matter of
judicial policy 'dependent upon a variety of consideration always relevant to the
nature of the specific governmental interests and to the effects upon them of applying
state law."' Id. (quoting United States v. Standard Oil Co., 332 U.S. 301, 310
(1947)); see also Paul J. Mishkin, The Variousness of "Federal Law": Compltence and
Discretion in the Choice of National and State Rules for Ditiion, 105 U. PA. L. REv.
797, 800 (1957) ("At the very least, effective Constitutionalism requires recognition
of power in the federal courts to declare, as a matter of common law or 'judicial
legislation,' rules which may be necessary to fill in interstitially or otherwise effectuate
the statutory patterns enacted in the large by Congress.").
Contribution is an "important, not an inconsequential, feature of the federal
securities laws," Musick, 113 S. Ct. at 209, and therefore is distinguishable from
contribution in the context of federal antitrust statutes. In federal securities laws
contribution does implicate uniquely federal interests that require courts to create
a general federal common law. Cf. Texas Indus.. Inc. v. Radcliff Materials, Inc.,
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laws. One might be tempted to interpret this premise as an instruction
to chorose the settlement bar rule that "works best"' 99 in the context
of securities actions. Such an interpretation, however, is wrong.
Nonetheless, the efficacies of the various settlement bar rules in
deterring wrongdoing are worthy of some attention.
Mitchell Polinsky and Steven Shavell have shown, in the context
of antitrust regulations, that laws which include rules of contribution
and those that do not generally are equally effective at deterring
wrongdoing. 2°° Moreover, they found that there was no difference
in the level of deterrence between what they characterized as "contribution," which utilized the pro tanto settlement bar rule, and what
they characterized as "claims reduction," which operates in the same
manner as the proportionate settlement bar rule. 20 1 It is not a very
long jump from this finding to a conclusion that the pro tanto and
proportionate settlement bars are equally effective at deterring wrongdoing. 02

451 U.S. 630, 642 (1981) (finding that in antitrust statutes contribution "does not
implicate 'uniquely federal interests' of the kind that oblige courts to formulate
federal common law").
Adoption of forum state rules concerning settlement bars would be unworkable.
A handful of states do not allow contribution and, thus, do not even have such
rules. The states that do have such rules have created them in a myriad of fashions.
Treatment of contribution in such disparate ways "would thwart the overall federal
regulatory scheme" by undermining uniformity and encouraging forum shopping.
Nelson v. Bennett, 632 F. Supp. 1324, 1337 (E.D. Cal. 1987). Forum shopping
was a particular danger the Supreme Court wished to avoid with its decision in
Lampf. 111 S. Ct. at 2773. Because plaintiffs generally control where an action is
filed, there can be little doubt that absent a national rule regarding settlement bars,
plaintiffs would tend to file in forum states that utilize the pro tanto settlement bar
rule.
199. See, e.g., Adamski, supra note 13, at 542; Davis, supra note 13, at 1278.
200. A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, Contribution and Claim Reduction
Among Antitrust Defendants: An Economic Analysis, 33 STAN. L. REv. 447, 462 (1981).
Their findings, however, have not quieted the debate. See supra note 36.
201. Polinsky & Shavel, supra note 200, at 462; see also LANDES & POSNER,
supra note 36, at 201 (finding little difference in the level of deterrence between
contribution and no contribution, and no difference between contribution apportioned on a pro rata basis and on a proportional basis).
202. Again, this is not a settled issue. See S. REP. No. 359, 97th Cong., 2d
Sess. (1982), reprinted in 42 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) No. 1062 (1982)
(finding of the committee majority that the contribution rule deters best). The
Honorable William F. Baxter, Assistant Attorney General, believed that neither the
contribution rule nor the proportionate method had a deterrent effect. Id., reprinted
in 42 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) No. 1062, at 938-39. Senators Metzenbaum and Kennedy stated in the supplemental views that the contribution rule
would undermine the deterrent effect. Id., reprinted in 42 Antitrust & Trade Reg.
Rep. (BNA) No. 1062, at 945.
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Although this may not be a long jump, it is, nevertheless,
unnecessary. The Supreme Court has admonished that efficacy is
subservient to symmetry. 2 3 Numerous passages from the legislative
history of the securities acts show that Congress chose, for better or
worse, to make persons accountable by forcing them to pay for the
damage, no more 2°4 and no less, 205 which they caused.2ts Clearly,
the proportionate settlement rule, which forces nonsettling defendants
to pay their full share and motivates plaintiffs to extract from settling
defendants their full share, is more consistent with the workings of
20 7
the securities acts.
Comparison of the internal premises of the pro fanto and the
proportionate settlement bar rules illustrates that the proportionate
rule best comports with the mechanics of the securities acts. The pro
tanto rule is constructed around notions of compensation to the plaintiff. 2 8 Compensation, however, is not the primary function of the
securities acts. 2 9 The proportionate rule, on the other hand, is based
on notions of case management by the plaintiff,210 which resonates
with the securities acts' use of civil liability as an enforcement
21
mechanism. '
In fact, notwithstanding Landes' and Posner's suspicion that
Congress may not have chosen the most efficient means of deterring
wrongdoing, 2 2 the proportionate rule is dearly the most effective
means of accomplishing Congress' goal of making each wrongdoer

203. Musick, Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 113 S. Ct. 2085,
2089-90 (1993).
204. Congress refrained from imposing triple damages, as it has done with
other large enactments that impose liability. See, e.g., Clayton Antitrust Act, 15

U.S.C. § 15 (1988).

205. Section 28(a) of the Securities Exchange Act states that recovery shall be
actual damages. 15 U.S.C. 9 78bb(a) (1988).
206. See supra text accompanying notes 187-91.
207. See United States Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Patriot's Point Dev. Auth.,
772 F. Supp. 1565, 1572 (D.S.C. 1991) ("Contribution achieves the objectives of
deterrence and punishment by apportioning liability based on each defendant's
relative culpability. Thus, the equitable goal of matching liability with relative
culpability plays a key role under the federal securities laws, and cannot lightly be
discarded or overlooked.") (citations omitted).
208. See supra notes 147-48 and accompanying text.
209. See supra notes 187-91 and accompanying text.
210. See supra text accompanying notes 162-63.
211. See supra notes 190-91 and accompanying text.
212. Although they believe the two methods deter wrongdoing equally, Landes
and Posner argue that the pro lanto method is cheaper to administer. LANDES &
PoSNER, supra note 36, at 203.
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accountable for the damages she has caused. Alexander's study shows
that when -plaintiffs settle, they tend to settle for a quarter of the
damages claimed. 213 Under the pro tanto rule, the plaintiff bears no
risk when it fails to hold the settling defendants accountable. Under
the proportionate rule, the plaintiff bears the risk of failure to hold
settling defendants accountable and, thus, is encouraged to behave
in a manner closer to that envisioned by Congress.
2.

Equity

The second value, equity, also points to use of the proportionate
settlement bar rule. The equitable superiority of the proportionate
settlement bar rule can be illustrated with a simple 214 hypothetical
claim.
Assume that a Rule lOb-5 claim for $100 (and which a jury
later will in fact find to be worth $100) is brought against two solvent
defendants that are in fact equally responsible. If no partial settlement
occurs and a judgment is rendered against both defendants, the
plaintiff can collect varying amounts from one or both. The defendants may then, using the mechanism of contribution, sort the matter
out so that each has effectively paid $50. For example, if the plaintiff
obtains $60 from one defendant and $40 from the other, then the
former may seek $10 from the latter.
If, on the other hand, the plaintiff does settle with one defendant,
the model developed by Priest and Klein shows that the settlement
amount will probably be less than $50.215 The plaintiff's settlement
offer will be the amount claimed plus the cost of settlement minus
the cost of a trial. Unless the cost of settlement is greater than the
cost of a trial, which is highly unlikely, 216 the settlement figure will
217
be less than the defendant's share ($50) of the claim.

213. Alexander, supra note 112, at 517. Alexander posits that most class action
securities cases settle in total. Id. at 524. She points out, however, several groups,
including underwriters, lawyers and accountants, that are not inclined to settle. Id.
at 534. The cases discussed herein demonstrate that full settlement does not always
occur. See infra note 243.
214. This is a simple hypothetical for the purposes of framing a discussion
and is not intended as an economic proof.
215. See supra note 110. There are many reasons why a lower settlement would
be attractive to the plaintiff. See infra notes 225-29 and accompanying text.
216. If the cost of settlement were larger than the cost of litigation, "then it
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For the sake of hypothesis, assume the settlement figure is

$40.2111

Upon judgment for the plaintiff in the amount of $100, some accounting must be made of the partial settlement. Utilizing the pro
tanto method, the award is reduced only by the actual amount paid
and the nonsettling defendant must now pay the plaintiff $60. The
right of contribution has been extinguished, so the nonsettling defendant cannot seek $10 from the settling defendant. Forcing the
nonsettling defendant to pay an extra $10 does not further the policies
of the securities acts. Had the claim gone to trial with a full compliment of defendants, the nonsettling defendant would not be forced
to pay an extra $10. It is only the happenstance of a partial settlement
that forces this extra burden on the nonsettling defendant.
The proportionate rule alleviates this burden. Under the proportionate settlement bar rule, at the time the jury in the hypothetical
rules in favor of the plaintiff, it also finds that each defendant is
fifty percent responsible. The award is then reduced not by the $40
paid by the settling defendant, but instead by the fifty percent caused
by the settling defendant. Accordingly, the nonsettling defendant is
only liable to the plaintiff for $50. This is not a draconian penalty
forced upon the plaintiff for settling. The plaintiff settled of its own

would be cheaper to litigate than to settle, and hence," the plaintiff and the defendant
"would litigate the dispute." Priest & Klein, supra note 107, at 13 n.34.
217. The Ninth Circuit set out a simple form of this argument in Franklin v.
Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d 1222, 1230 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 890
(1990), which the District of Massachusetts criticized as "mathematically incorrect."
MFS Mun. Income Trust v. American Medical Int'l, Inc., 751 F. Supp. 279, 284
(D. Mass. 1990). The district court did not support this numismatical criticism
other than to speculate that some settlements will be for more than the amount
claimed. Id. Neither theory nor empirical data support such speculation. Moreover,
even if there were a flattening of variance from actual responsibility due to some
overpayments, equity would be satisfied only in a statistical way, which is, of course,
illusory. See Neal Koblitz, Madiemaics as Propaganda, in MATHEMATiCS To.tonow

111, 115 (Lynn A. Steen ed. 1981) ("An argument which would be quickly disputed

if stated in plain English will often acquire some momentum if accompanied by
numbers and formulas, regardless of whether or not they are relevant or accurate.").
The fact that inequities average out to zero does not mean inequities have not
occurred, it merely indicates that they are of similar magnitudes.
218. The number used in the hypothetical may be more generous than what
actually occurs. There is some evidence that plaintiffs settle for low amounts with
defendants in order to put pressure on the remaining defendants. &e Easterbrook
et al., supra note 120, at 354 (explaining that under no contribution rule, plaintiff
can use early settlements to pressure remaining defendants). Certainly, Alexander's
work shows that plaintiffs will agree to very low settlements.
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volition.2 19 Furthermore, the plaintiff presumably received something
that it valued in lieu of money, such as certainty, immediate use of
funds, or diminishment of litigation costs.

220

A possible antidote to the inherent inequity of the pro lanto
method is a "good

faith hearing"

actions. 221

conducted to approve partial

settlements in class
Reliance on good faith hearings, however, is troubling. In the first place, a good faith hearing for a partial
settlement is only required in class actions.2 22 Not all securities actions
are class actions.

In the second place, good faith hearings are not intended to be
and may not be viable fora for the determination of relative culpabilities. Good faith hearings are intended simply to determine the
"fair[ness], reasonable[ness] and adequa[cy] under the circumstances" of a settlement. 223 The primary concern must be whether
2 24
the settlement is beneficial to the plaintiff.
219. See Fleming, supra note 55, at 1496 ("The plaintiff remains of course the
sole arbiter whether to settle and, if so, for how much. If he does not wish to
assume the risk that the settlement is subsequently determined to be under-value,
he need not settle at all.").
220. See Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1, 10 (1985) (finding settlement provides
the plaintiff "with compensation at an earlier date without the burdens, stress, and
time of litigation"). Hodges reported that the law of Texas in the 1940s reflected
this benefit. Texas law provided: "If the amount paid under the settlement is less
than one-half of the amount of the damage, the plaintiff may recover from the
non-settling defendant only one-half of the amount set as damages, because plaintiff
has accepted the settlement in satisfaction of the settling tortfeasor's liability."
Hodges, supra note 25, at 171.
221. See Fischer, supra note 76, at 1832-33 (advocating good faith hearings).
222. See In re Masters Mates & Pilots Pension Plan & IRAP Litig., 957 F.2d
1020, 1025 (2d Cir. 1992) ("Typically, [the] settlement rests solely in the discretion
of the parties, and the judicial system plays no role."); FED. R. Civ. P. 23(c),
41(a)(1).
223. MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIGATION 2D § 30.44 (1986); see Alvarado Partners, L.P. v. Mehta, 723 F. Supp. 540, 547-48 (D. Colo. 1989) appeal dismissed as
moot, 930 F.2d 673 (10th Cir. 1991). Experience suggests that district courts are
paying only cursory attention to the relative fault of the settling and nonsettling
defendants in securities actions. See, e.g., TBG Inc. v. Bendis, 811 F. Supp. 596,
605 n.17 (D. Kan. 1992) (declining to hold evidentiary hearing for purpose of
determining relative fault); see also Lawrence M. Grosberg, Class Actions and ClientCentered Decisionmaking, 40 SYRACUSE L. Rv. 709, 739 (1989) ("Most class [action]
settlements get approved with little objection and generally little judicial involvement.").
224. See 7B CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT ET AL., FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
§ 1797.1, at 392-93 (1986) ("The main judicial concern is that the rights of the
passive class members not be jeopardized by the proposed [settlement]."). See generally
Sylvia R. Lazos, Note, Abuse in Plaintiff Class Action Settlements: The Needfor a Guardian
During Pretrial Settlement Negotiations, 84 MICH. L. REV. 308 (1985) (discussing settlement approval process and potential for collusion between class counsel, named
plaintiffs and defendants).
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There are several reasons why a settlement that does not reflect
a settling defendant's share of liability might be "reasonable and
adequate under the circumstances." Not all are monetary. For example, a settlement may preserve the confidentiality of proprietary
information, or avoid the collateral estoppel or res judicata effect of
an unfavorable judgment.2 -5 In addition, settlement can preserve
relationships, lessen emotional toil, and remove distractions that
interfere with business productivity. 6
Of course, the financial benefits of settlement may not be insignificant. There are at least three reasons why a plaintiff may be
better off in real terms even though the settlement amount is facially
lower than the claim (or the settling defendants' full share of liability).
In the first place, the plaintiff hopes to avoid discovery and litigation
costs. 2

7

In the second place, the plaintiff obtains immediate use of

the funds. It is axiomatic that the immediate availability of funds is
worth more than the same amount of funds obtained after years of
discovery and litigation. 228 Finally, the plaintiff receives a sum certain,
which is more valuable than an equal amount of money that is not
certain to materialize. 229 In short, there are many reasons why a
judge could approve a partial settlement as being in the best interest
of the plaintiffs, even though the settlement might not reflect the
full amount of the settling defendants' share of the liability. 2D
Requiring a good faith hearing to also protect the interests of
the nonsettling defendants would, therefore, create a conflict that
might prove insurmountable. The interests of the plaintiff class are
often best served by a settlement that is lower than the settling

225.

NANCY H. RoGERS & CRAIG A. McEwEN, MEDIATION: LW, PouC,

§ 3.2, at 17 (1989).
226. See Menkel-Meadow, supra note 121, at 50"4-05.
227. See E. Donald Elliott, ManagerialJudging and the Erolution of Procedure, 53

PRACTICE

U. COH. L. REv. 306, 332-33 (1986).
228. See EUGENE F. BRIGHAM & Louis C. GAPENSKI, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT:
THEORY AND PRAcTicE 172-76 (6th ed. 1991) (discussing time value of money).
One must ask whether those who adhere to the one satisfaction rule account for
the fact that because they receive some funds early in the form of a partial settlement,
plaintiffs under the pro tanto method arguably are awarded more than the jury
determined amount.
229. See West Va. v. Chas. Pfizer & Co., 314 F. Supp. 710, 743 (S.D.N.Y.
1970) (noting'that a plaintiff should take "[a] bird in [the] hand instead of a
prospective flock in the bush").
230. See Tech-Bilt, Inc. v. Woodward-Clyde & Assocs., 698 P.2d 159, 166
(Cal. 1985) (taking several factors into account when approving a partial settlement
pursuant to a good faith hearing).
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defendants' proportional share of damages. The interests of the
nonsettling defendants are never served by such settlements, because

such settlements are always harmful to the nonsettling defendant. 23'
Would these beneficial settlements always be prohibited? Or instead,
would these settlements be approved, thereby institutionalizing discrimination against and the penalizing of nonsettling defendants?
Good faith hearings would also substantially delay the possibility
of settlement. To the extent that determination of relative fault could
somehow be made an additional goal of a good faith hearing, that
goal can only be accomplished after discovery has yielded all or most
233
of the pertinent evidence 232 and after a full evidentiary hearing.
Early settlements, which might benefit the plaintiff, would therefore
be impossible.
3. Private Settlement of Disputes
The final and least compelling 2 4 value is the public policy that
encourages private settlement of disputes. Facially, both the pro tanto
method and the proportionate method accommodate this value because both allow the settling defendant to "buy peace" and thus
both create an environment in which settlement can occur.
There is much dispute over which of the methods promotes
settlement and which method discourages settlement.2 35 Some believe

231. Under the pro tanto regime.
232. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Patriot's Point Dev. Auth., 772
F. Supp. 1565, 1573 (D.S.C. 1991). The Patriot's Point court pointed out that every
court that has advocated good faith hearings was dealing with a case in which
discovery was virtually completed. Id. at 1573-74. Indeed, one reason that the
caselaw concerning settlement bars is so confusing is that courts have tended to

fashion a rule based on the problems which that particular court faces in that
particular case and then cast that solution as a general rule. A striking example is

Biben v. Card, [1991-1992 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (COH) 96,512
(W.D. Mo. 1991), in which the court refuted potential objections to its holding by
referring to facts specific to "this case" and then mysteriously found "the pro tanto
method to be the better rule for all cases where judgment reduction is necessary,
not simply just for this particular settlment." Id. at 92,333 nn. 5-6.
233. See Adamski, supra note 13, at 550 ("The court cannot, without trying
the action at the time of the proposed settlement, establish with any certainty that
the settlement, even if made in good faith, will not prejudice the nonsettlor . . .");
LANDES & POSNER, supra note 36, at 203 ("[T]he need for such a hearing encumbers
the settlement process."); see also infra notes 270-73 and accompanying text (discussing
the inefficiency of good faith hearings).
234. See Patriot'sPoint, 772 F. Supp. at 1572 (finding that the policy of promoting
settlements "is not overriding, but must be tempered by, and applied consistently
with, the other goals" of the federal securities laws).
235. See Langmore & Prentice, supra note 36, at 1096.
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that "[t]he proportionate method discourages settlement because defendan-ts know they will never be forced to pay more than their share
of the damages, thereby decreasing their risks at trial."2' 6 Others
counter that "[b]y encouraging settlements that achieve fairness and
deterrence by more accurately apportioning liability according to
fault, the proportionate fault set off [rule] may promote more encompassing settlements that achieve real judicial economy.'"'
Indeed, assuming arguendo that the pro lanto settlement bar rule
would lead to more settlements, a distinction must be drawn between
desirable settlements and "bad" settlements. The pro tanto rule arguably, is more conducive to partial settlements, but only because it
allocates risk away from parties to the settlement. The plaintiff does
not face any risk for entering into a low settlement and the settling
defendants do not face any risk of paying further contribution to the
nonsettling defendants. The only parties that face any risk are the
only parties that have no control over the partial settlement-the
nonsettling defendants.
Because the plaintiff bears no risk when undertaking a partial
settlement, there is no incentive for a plaintiff to police the amount
paid by settling defendants. In fact, there are many reasonable and
legitimate factors that would induce a plaintiff to accept a low partial
settlement23s A low partial settlement is not necessarily a "bad"
settlement from the plaintiff's perspective because the plaintiff will,
after all, be made whole by the nonsettling defendants. This result,
however, certainly runs counter to the purpose and the mechanics
of the federal securities laws and notions of equity, particularly since
the defendant most likely to make the most attractive partial settlement bid is the defendant with the most to lose-the most responsible
defendant.3 One must assume that Congress, having entrusted plaintiffs with the role of enforcing the securities laws, would not have

236. Biben v. Card, [1991-1992 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH)
96,512, at 92,333 (W.D. Mo. 1991) (citing Dalton v. Alston & Bird, 741 F.
Supp. 157, 160 (S.D. IM. 1990)).

237. Patriot'sPoint, 772 F. Supp. at 1576.

238. See In re Sunrise Sec. Litig., 698 F. Supp. 1256, 1259 n.5 (E.D. Pa.
1988) ("Indeed, it is arguable that the only settlements the pro tanto rule would
promote would be bad settlements, i.e. those in which settling defendants pay less
than their share of liability.").

239. See Alvarado Partners, L.P. v. Mehta, 723 F. Supp. 540, 553 (D. Colo.

1989) ("The pro tanto rule ...

tends to encourage a hasty, ill-conceived settlement

between plaintiff and the most culpable defendants"), appeal dismissed as mcot, 930
F.2d 673 (10th Cir. 1991).
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created incentives within those laws for plaintiffs not to zealously
prosecute the most responsible wrongdoers.
The proportionate settlement bar rule does not prohibit partial
settlement. Instead, by extinguishing the nonsettling defendants' rights
to contribution from settling defendants, it creates an environment
in which partial settlement can occur. The proportionate rule does,
however, force a plaintiff to be more thoughtful when entering into
a partial settlement. "Under the proportionate fault approach, rea' 20
sonable settlements are not discouraged; only unreasonable ones.
Some commentators have issued dire warnings that the proportionate settlement bar rule has or will eliminate partial settlements
in federal securities actions. 241 Half a century ago, commentators

made the same prediction about the right of contribution in general.2 2
That concern clearly has not been borne out. Similarly, reports of
partial settlements continue to flow out of the Ninth Circuit, which
mandated use of the proportionate settlement bar rule in 1989.243
V.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROPORTIONATE SETTLEMENT BAR
RULE

Administration of the proportionate settlement bar rule requires
a determination of relative fault. There are two possible yardsticks
by which fault can be measured: (1) mental culpability, or (2)

240. In re Granada Partnership Sec. Litig., 803 F. Supp. 1236, 1241 (S. D.
Tex. 1992).
241. See, e.g., Alexander, supra note 112, at 530 n.127; Brief of Amicus Curiae
National Association of Securities and Commercial Law Attorneys in Support of
Petitioners at 5 II(C)(2), Musick, Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau,
113 S. Ct. 2085 (1993) (No. 92-34).
242. See James, A Pragmatic Criticism, supra note 42, at 1160.
243. See, e.g., Sedalcek v. Morgan Whitney Trading Group, Inc., 795 F. Supp.
329 (C.D. Cal. 1992), sub nom. In re Precious Metals Dealers Litig., No. 90 Civ.
5124 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 24, 1992); In re Brichard Sec. Litig., 788 F. Supp. 1098
(N.D. Cal. 1992); Tonnemacher v. Sasak, No. 89 Civ. 0201 (D. Ariz. Apr. 15,
1991); In re U.S. Grant Hotel Assoc. Ltd. Sec. Litig., [1990-1991 Transfer Binder]
Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH)
95,703 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 6, 1990); Safeco Ins. Co. of
Am. v. Great Ins. Co., No. 87-664-JU, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18918 (D. Or.
June 7, 1990). The list of federal securities actions in the Ninth Circuit that have
been fully settled since 1989 is too lengthy to reprint in this article. Ironically, that
list includes the Kaypro Corporation litigation. Securities Class Action Alert, Sept.

1992, at 47 (on file at Widener University School of Law Library). One commentator
has observed that, in tort actions in jurisdictions in which the proportionate settlement

bar rule was used, settlements increased because there was "less likelihood of sharp

swings in liability because of small changes in a jury's finding and therefore less
to gain from litigation." Kikel, supra note 117, at 1281-82 n.83.
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percentage of damage caused. While each measurement has value,
the language and prior treatment of the acts point toward the use
of mental culpability.
The proportionate settlement bar rule will be administered, not
by scholars, but by the courts. It is important, therefore, to examine
the debate that is occurring within the federal judiciary over which
rule to use. Some courts have criticized the workability of the proportionate settlement bar rule. Most of these criticisms, however,
are nothing more than disguised justifications for using whichever
rule that particular court chose to utilize and can be dealt with fairly
simply. There is, however, one problem that has not been raised
by the judiciary and which cannot be resolved by the proportionate
settlement bar rule in its current form. Problems relating to insolvent
defendants may ultimately require modification of the rule.
A. Measurement of Relative Fault
Administration of the proportionate settlement bar rule requires
apportionment of fault. Blame can be measured in one of two ways.
The first method, causal analysis, is straightforward. If a defendant's
act is found to have caused twenty percent of the harm to the plaintiff,
then the defendant is responsible to pay twenty percent of the damages
awarded to the plaintiff. This approach has the attraction of relative
simplicity.
The language of the securities laws, however, indicates that
Congress intended apportionment to be made on the basis of mental
culpability. Section 11 of the Securities Act grants a right of contribution to a person who has become liable under section 11 "unless
the person who has become liable was, and the other was not, guilty
of fraudulent misrepresentation.''20 "Fraudulent misrepresentation"
244. 15 U.S.C. § 77k() (1988). The full section reads:
All or any one or more of the persons specified in subsection (a) of this

section shall be jointly and severally liable, and every person who becomes
liable to make any payment under this section may recover contribution
as in cases of contract from any person who, if sued separately, would
have been liable to make the same payment, undess the person who has tecome
liable was, and the other was not, guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation.
Id. (emphasis added). Sections 9 and 18 of the Securities Exchange Act do not

repeat the highlighted language: "Every person who becomes liable to make payment
under this [sub]section may recover contribution as in cases of contract from any
person who, if joined in the original suit, would have been liable to make the same
payment." Id. §§ 78i, 78r. The language is not necessary in sections 9 or 18 because
those sections make liable only those who have acted intentionally. See Ernst &
Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 209 n.28 (1976). Its absence from those sections
emphasizes Congress' preoccupation with mental culpability.
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requires some degree of mental fault.2 45 Congress clearly, therefore,
intended for contribution to be used in such a way as to punish the
mentally culpable party to a greater degree than the merely negligent
party.
That being said, it is tempting to divide damages equally among
the parties who are mentally culpable. Unfortunately, that is too
simple. Although the Supreme Court has made scienter a part of a
viable claim under Rule 10b-5 2 4 6 its use of the word allows for a
broad range in degrees of actual culpability. 247 For instance, the
Court left open the question of whether or not recklessness constitutes
scienter for purposes of Rule 10b-5.2 48 Most circuits have held that
249
it does.
The possibility of secondary liability also suggests a gradation
of mental culpability. Secondary liability includes aiding and abetting
liability, conspiracy liability, and respondeat superior liability. s0 Secondary liability obviously involves a measurably different level of
culpability than does primary liability.
The Supreme Court has recognized different levels of culpability.
In Bateman Eichler, Hill Richards, Inc. v. Berner,25 1 the Court declined
to apply the common law defense of in pari delicto 25 2 even though the
plaintiffs "may well have violated the securities laws. ' '253 The Court
noted the "important distinctions between the relative culpabilities"
of various defendants in a Rule lOb-5 action. 25 4 The Court also noted
that in the case before it, the plaintiffs' culpability was a "derivative"
one. It stated that in that context "we do not believe that a person

245. 7 Louis Loss & JOEL SELIGMAN, SECURITIES REGULATION 3422, 3424 (3d
ed. 1991).
246. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. at 193.
247. See generally 8 Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 245, at 3663-74 (reviewing
the various approaches taken by the circuit courts). See also BROMBERO & LOWENFELS,
supra note 2, at § 8.4(503) ("[P]robably the most important step towards clarifying
the law of scienter would be to ban the word.").
248. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. at 194 n.12.
249. 8 Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 245, at 3665 n.521.
250. Daniel R. Fischel, Secondary Liability Under Section 10(b) of the Securities Act
of 1934, 69 CAL. L. REv. 80, 83-87 (1981).
251. 472 U.S. 299 (1985).
252. In pari delicto potior est conditio defenditis. "In a case of equal fault . .. ,the
condition of the party [defending] is the better one." BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY
791 (6th ed. 1990); see Ruder, supra note 32, at 659 & n. 282 ("defendant is
claiming that the law will not allow the pot to call the kettle black").
253. 472 U.S. at 314. Bateman involved an action under Rule 10b-5 by tippees
against tippers. The tip turned out to be false. Id. at 301-03.
254. Id. at 312-13.
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whose liability is solely derivative can be said to be as culpable as
one whose breach of duty gave rise to that liability in the first
place. '255

B. Judicial Criticism of the Proportionate Settlement Bar Rule

1.

Violation of the One Satisfaction Rule

The one satisfaction rule posits that a plaintiff may recover only
one set of damages for a given injury.2z Some courts argue that the
proportionate settlement bar rule potentially violates the one satisfaction rule. 257 Those courts hypothesize an instance in which a
settling defendant settles for more than the amount for which it is
responsible and the nonsettling defendant pays the entire amount
for which it is responsible. The plaintiff, therefore, ends up with an
amount larger than the total damages.2
This argument fails to grasp the concept of bifurcating the
complaint into two parts, each managed separately by the plaintiff.
If all of the defendants settled, each at an amount larger than the
amount for which it was responsible, the plaintiff would experience
a windfall, but there would be no suggestion that the one satisfaction
rule had been violated. 2 9 "There is little conceptual difference be-

255. Id. at 313.
256. See supra notes 147-48 and accompanying text.
257. Some proponents of the proportionate settlement bar rule also pay fealty
to the one satisfaction rule. E.g., Davis, supra note 13, at 1276-77. These fencesitters suggest a set off in the higher of the amount paid by the settling defendant
or the amount attributable to the settling defendant. Because the larger of the two
figures would be deducted from the jury's figure, the plaintiff would never receive
more than the amount fixed by the jury. This settlement bar is sometimes referred
to as the "capped comparative" method. Advocates of the capped comparative
method fail to understand the concept of bifurcating the complaint. Se United
States Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Patriot's Point Dev. Auth., 772 F. Supp. 1565,
1569 (D.S.C. 1991) (discussing, but not adopting, the capped comparative method).
Furthermore, the capped comparative settlement bar rule is pernicious for some of
the same reasons that the pro tanto rule is. In the (probably rare) event that settling
defendants pay more than their share, under the capped comparative rule the
nonsettling defendants enjoy a windfall and are not punished to the extent contemplated by the federal securities laws. See Adamski, supra note 13, at 566. Furthermore,
if the defendant community knew of the availability of this potential windfall to
nonsettling defendants, defendants might be less inclined to settle. Id.
258. See Adamski, supra note 13, at 565 (setting up this hypothesis).
259. The plaintiff would be receiving only one, albeit large, satisfaction.
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tween that and only some of the defendants settling for a larger
amount '

26

0

than the amount for which they are responsible.

Furthermore, proponents of this argument misunderstand the
one satisfaction rule. The one satisfaction rule does not mandate the
amount that a plaintiff is to receive. It merely dictates that the
plaintiffs only be compensated once for any given injury. Singer v.
Olympia Brewing Co. ,261 which injected the one satisfaction rule into
the debate, was concerned not with a settlement bar, but rather with
whether payments made pursuant to a partial settlement would be
incorporated into the "satisfaction" awarded by a jury. Under the
circumstances, the court made the correct decision.2 62 To expand
that ruling so as to limit any satisfaction, negotiated or otherwise,
to what a jury decided is to eliminate the free will of the plaintiff,
the settling defendants and the nonsettling defendants. As a result,
263
the entire settlement process would be rendered meaningless.

260. Franklin v. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d 1222, 1232 (9th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 890 (1990); see also Patriot's Point, 772 F. Supp. at 1576-77 (citing
the Ninth Circuit's decision in Kaypro Corp.).
261. 878 F.2d 596, 600 (2d Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1024 (1990).
262. In similar circumstances in an action under the federal securities laws,
the Ninth Circuit, which utilizes the proportionate settlement bar rule, adhered to
Singer. See City of San Jose v. Price Waterhouse, No. 91-16489, 1993 U.S. App.
LEXIS 6801, at *4 (9th Cir. Mar. 23, 1993).
263. John Fleming makes a similar argument in favor of a proportionate
settlement bar rule in tort:
Nor does the windfall aspect present a serious argument to the contrary.
The purpose of the one-satisfaction rule is to prohibit the plaintiff from
unjustly enriching himself at the expense of the defendants, but here that
principle has not been violated: The nonsettling defendants will still not
be required to pay more than their apportioned shares and the settlor has
bought peace.
Fleming, supra note 55, at 1497-98.
In addition to these arguments, the Ninth Circuit held that the common law
doctrine of the one satisfaction rule could not interfere with the statutory mandates
of the federal securities laws. Franklin v. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d 1222, 1232 (9th
Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 890 (1990). This holding is in accord with the
Supreme Court's treatment of the in pari delicto doctrine in Bateman Eichler, Hill
Richards, Inc. v. Berner, 472 U.S. 299 (1985). The Court disallowed the use of
the doctrine and emphasized "'the inappropriateness of invoking broad common
law barriers to relief where a private suit serves important public purposes."' Id.
at 307 (quoting Perma Life Mufflers, Inc. v. International Parts Corp., 392 U.S.
134, 138 (1968)); see also Margaret V. Sachs, The Relevance of Tort Law Doctrines to
Rule lOb-5: Should Careless Plaintiffs be Denied Recovery?, 71 CORNELL L. REv. 96, 135
(1985) (Bateman teaches that "there is no principled basis for preventing subordination
of other common law doctrines that are antithetical to enforcement.").
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2.

Difficulty

A number of district courts have expressed a belief that the
proportionate settlement bar rule is more difficult to administer than
the pro tanto rule. This belief is twofold. First, courts complain that
in a class action, the uncertainty regarding the set off makes it
difficult to frame a notice of the settlement to class members in a
class action suit. 26 What these courts probably mean is that the

uncertainty regarding the set off makes it difficult to draft a simple
notice to the class members. Surely, the probable effect of a partial
settlement can be explained to class members. If plaintiffs' counsel
cannot ascertain the probable effect of a partial settlement, then that
partial settlement is ill-advised. 265 Furthermore, nothing in the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure mandates that the probable effect of a
partial settlement on the ultimate trial verdict be reported in exact
numerical figures in the notice provided to the members of the class .2
Second, some courts complain that the proportionate settlement
bar rule's requirement that a jury determine the relative fault of the
settling and nonsettling defendants does away with the benefits of
settlement by forcing all of the issues to be aired in litigation. 2 7 The
merits of trying issues at a good faith settlement hearing has already
been discussed. 2 68. In order to protect the interests of nonsettling
defendants, 269 those issues will have to be heard at some point.
Richard Posner, who has contemplated good faith hearings both as

264. E.g., MFS Mun. Income Trust v. American Medical Int'l, Inc., 751 F.
Supp. 279, 285 (D. Mass. 1990); In re Atlantic Fin. Management, Inc. Sec. Litig.,
718 F. Supp. 1012, 1018 (D. Mass. 1988). This is another example of the tail
wagging the dog. These courts would fashion a rule of general application in order

to make class actions easier to administer.
265. Drafting effective notice of a potential class action settlement is difficult,
regardless of what settlement bar is used. See Lazos, supra note 224, at 314-15. See
generally Mark C. Weber, Preclusion and Procedural Due Process in Rule 23(bX2) Class
Actions, 2 U. MIcH. J.L. REF. 347 (1988) (examining whether Rule 23(b)(2) violates
due process rights by binding class members to judgment without notice of the
suit).
266. See FED. R. Civ. P. 23.
267. See, e.g., Dalton v. Alston & Bird, 741 F. Supp. 157, 160 (S.D. 11. 1990);
see also Adamski, supra note 13, at 552-53 (stating that this rule destroys the value
of settlement).
268. See supra notes 223-33 and accompanying text.
269. See In re Granada Partnership Sec. Litig., 803 F. Supp. 1236, 1238 (S.D.

Tex. 1992) ("The Bar Order cuts off Non-Settling Defendants' rights of contribution
... from settling defendants, and precludes the Non-Settling Defendants from
pursuing their rights against non-parties to this litigation.").
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a scholar and as a judge, condemns the inefficiency of a good faith
hearing: "[I]t means bogging down the settlement process in a
miniature trial before trial. . . . The fairness hearing makes the
settlement process more costly .... "270
If, as its proponents suggest, the fairness hearing will determine
relative fault, it can be no less than a "miniature trial." Obviously,
a court cannot assess the relative fault of the various defendants
without a complete evidentiary record. Thus, under the pro lanlo
settlement bar rule, any partial settlements must wait until discovery
is complete, unless all pretenses of fairness to the nonsettling defen27
dant are discarded. '
Moreover, the marginal increase in the courts' workloads should
not be too great. In a complex security action, the jury would have
to be presented with the entire picture, including all of the facts and
all of the actors. The fact that one or more of the characters had
settled before trial would not excise their roles from the story told
to the jury.27 2 As the District Court of Delaware noted, asking a
jury to determine relative fault is "only minimally more difficult"
2 3
than utilizing the pro rata method of apportioning contribution claims.
3. Collusion
The Ninth Circuit pointed out that the proportionate rule decreases the likelihood that plaintiffs and any particular defendants
would enter into low settlements solely for the purpose of replenishing
a plaintiffs "war chest.' '274 Although case management is the pre270. Donovan v. Robbins, 752 F.2d 1170, 1181 (7th Cir. 1985); see also
Resolution Trust Corp. v. Gallagher, 815 F. Supp. 1107, 1111 n.3 (N.D. Ill. 1993)
("Judge Posner's criticism of the settlement bar rule's fairness hearing as inequitable
and economically unsound applies fully to the pro tanto rule.").
271. See Patriot's Point, 772 F. Supp. at 1574. "One can easily envision the
due process problems that might arise should a court approve a settlement as
adequately reflecting a settling defendant's relative culpability, only to later learn,
as discovery proceeds, that overwhelming evidence exists showing the eiror of that
decision." Id.; see also Alvarado Partners, L.P. v. Mehta, 723 F. Supp. 540, 553
(D. Colo. 1989) (stating that a fairness hearing must be held before judicial approval
of a settlement), appeal dismissed as moot, 930 F.2d 673 (10th Cir. 1991).
272. See Patriot's Point, 772 F. Supp. at 1575.
273. McLean v. Alexander, 449 F. Supp. 1251, 1276 (D. Del. 1978), rev'd on
other grounds, 599 F.2d 1190 (3d Cir. 1979).
274. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d at 1230; see also Alvarado Partners, 723 F. Supp. at
553 ("If plaintiff wants a 'war chest' to fund the litigation through settlement with
some of the defendants, plaintiff should bear the risk of an inadequate settlement."),
appeal dismissed as moot, 930 F.2d 673 (10th Cir. 1991); Fleming, supra note 55, at
1496 (commenting that the proportionate method discourages plaintiffs from entering
into collusive partial settlements).
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rogative of the plaintiff, collusive settlements place an unfair burden
on the nonsettling defendants and do not work to further the purpose
of the federal securities acts. Nonetheless, under the pro tanto settlement bar rule, there is no risk to a plaintiff who enters into a
disproportionately low settlement.
Some courts have turned this observation on its head, arguing
that under the proportionate settlement bar rule, nonsettling defendants will "collude" with one another to blame the settling defendant
for all of the harm done to the plaintiff.2 5 These courts, however,
are comparing apples to elephants. A disproportionately low partial
settlement does not require court approval unless the underlying suit
is a class action, and even then it requires nothing more than a
determination that the settlement is in the best interest of the plaintiff
class. 276 The collusion of which these courts speak would involve
perjury in a court of law, carefully orchestrated among all of the
nonsettling defendants.

27

7

It is disturbing to hear trial judges blithely predict that litigants
in their courtrooms will perjure themselves. The implication that
perjury will be successful is equally disturbing. Nonetheless, an
inchoate fear that parties will lie under oath does not overcome the
mandates of the federal securities laws.
The Ninth Circuit did acknowledge that under the proportionate
settlement bar rule, "there will be a certain amount of 'fingerpointing' at the 'empty chair. "'278 The plaintiff, however, will retain
every economic incentive to demonstrate to the jury the true relative
fault of the parties involved. 279 In addition, active finger-pointing by

275. E.g., TBG Inc. v. Bendis, 811 F. Supp. 596, 605 (D. Kan. 1992); MFS
Mun. Income Trust v. American Medical Int'l, Inc., 751 F. Supp. 279, 284 (D.
Mass. 1990).
276. FaD. R. Civ. P. 23(e); see MANUAL FOR CoMtp=x LITIGATION 2D 5 30.44

(1985).

277. Anything less than all would expose the perjury of those nonsettling
defendants who colluded with one another. Parties who committed perjury would
face civil and criminal penalties and, if a pattern of criminal perjury emerged, they
could face prosecution under the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization

(RICO) Act.
278. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d at 1231.
279. The plaintiffs' bar complains that plaintiffs will be put "in the position
of defending the conduct of persons they had sued, but settled with, thereby greatly
complicating effective trial prosecution." Brief of Amicus Curiae National Association of Securities and Commercial Law Attorneys in Support of Petitioners at
22, Musick, Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 113 S. Ct. 2085 (1993)
(No. 92-34). This difficulty would be voluntarily undertaken by the plaintiffs.
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the remaining defendants could make the plaintiffs task easier: by
pointing to the settling defendant as a "ringleader," the remaining
defendants not only admit to a common scheme to defraud, they
also admit to playing a part in it. The plaintiff essentially is relieved
20
of proving that critical element of the complaint.
C.

Settlement with Insolvent Defendants

Insolvent defendants or defendants with limited resources present

a special problem within the operation of the proportionate settlement
bar rule. Part of the proportionate method's elegance is that it allows
(or forces) plaintiffs to manage their cases without the safety net of
the pro tanto offset. Unless the rule is modified, however, that will

not be true in a case involving defendants with limited resources.
Civil liability for violation of the provisions of the federal securities acts that provide for contribution require that liability be
shared by all defendants who participated in the wrong.2 81 To the
extent that any given defendant is insolvent or does not have resources
to pay its share of the damages, the plaintiff is not penalized. The
plaintiff may collect damages to the extent that they are available
from the partially solvent defendant and collect the remainder from
the solvent defendants. 2

2

In other words, the defendants bear the

risk that one or more of their number will not be able to pay its
share.
The proportionate settlement bar rule, however, does not reflect
this allocation of risk. If the plaintiff settles for an amount equal to
all of the insolvent defendant's available assets, but still less than

Furthermore, to the extent that partial settlement makes further prosecution of thc
claim more difficult, it will raise effective settlement costs. According to Priest's
and Klein's formula, the plaintiff's minimum settlement demand will increase. See
supra note 110 and accompanying text. The net return to the plaintiff will not
change and partial settlement may actually make trial prosecution easier. See infra
text accompanying note 280.
280. See generally Langmore & Prentice, supra note 36, at 1095 (stating that
contribution will complicate things more for defendants than for plaintiffs, due to
defendants' desire to decrease their liability exposure by (1) claiming they did
nothing wrong; and, even if they did, what the settling defendant did was worse;
and (2) bringing in other potential wrongdoers).
281. See supra note 140 and accompanying text.
282. See Bohlen, supra note 39, at 558. Bohlen argues that a right of contribution
increases deterrence because solvent defendants from whom the plaintiff recovers,
will seek some reimbursement from insolvent defendants. Id.; see also Kikel, supra
note 117, at 1280 (discussing plaintiffs that enter into low settlements with partially
insolvent defendants).
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the insolvent defendant's share of fault, then, under the proportionate
rule, the plaintiff is precluded from seeking the difference from the
nonsettling defendants. 2 3 Denying the plaintiff the ability to seek
additional compensation from nonsettling defendants does not further
the goals of the federal securities acts. The insolvent defendant is
punished no more nor less than it would have been had it not settled.
In this case, it is the mere happenstance of settlement that praents
the plaintiff from obtaining further relief from nonsettling defendants.
Furthermore, it is in society's interest for plaintiffs to settle early
with marginally solvent defendants. The limited resources of such
defendants can be spent either compensating the plaintiff or paying
legal fees. 2 4 Presumably, those funds will be more productive in the

hands of the plaintiff.
There can be little doubt that a court utilizing the proportionate
settlement bar rule will someday be confronted with a situation in
which a plaintiff wishes to settle with an insolvent or marginally
solvent defendant. 285 Such a court will be justified in modifying the
proportionate settlement bar rule. The modification would require
a showing, presumably by the plaintiff, that the settlement amount
equalled substantially all of the settling defendant's assets. The set-

283. See TBG Inc. v. Bendis, 811 F. Supp. 596, 604 n.16 (D. Kan. 1992).
In TBG, the court provided the following example:
[I]f plaintiff settles with an impecunious defendant for $50,000, the settling
party is assessed 10% fault and the nonsettling defendants are assessed
90% fault on total damage award of $40,000,000, [then] plaintiff will only
collect $36,050,000 total-36,000,000 (90% of S40,000,000) plus $50,000
in settlement. Under joint and several liability, if plaintiff declines settlement and proceeds to trial against all defendants, plaintiff would be entitled
to the entire $40,000,000 from the defendant able to pay. It is then the
codefendant's problem to collect from the impecunious codefendant under
a claim of contributiorr.
Id.
284. See In re NBW Commercial Paper Litig., 807 F. Supp. 801, 808 (D.D.C.
1992) (stating that funds would be "frittered away by ongoing litigation").
285. One court, applying the pro tanto rule, has already encountered this
situation. In re NBW Commercial Paper Litig., 807 F. Supp. 801 (D.D.C. 1992).
The settling defendants argued that they were settling at the maximum amount of
their insurance policies. The court, however, had reason to believe that other assets
were available to those defendants and denied the motion to approve the settlement
as being in good faith. Id. at 809-11. Courts will need to be vigilant; they will be
aided, however, by any nonsettling defendants who contest the settlement.
The process of fine tuning the proportionate rule has already begun. Se, e.g.,
Employers Ins. of Wausau v. Musick, Peeler & Garrett, 954 F.2d 575 (9th Cir.
1992) (resolving the issue of contribution claims brought against entities that are
not parties to the underlying dispute), aff'd, 113 S. Ct. 2085 (1993).
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tlement would, of course, result in a reduction of the final judgment.
This reduction would not, however, be equal to the settling defendant's share of culpability, but rather to the actual amount paid by
the settling defendant.1

6

Modifying the proportionate settlement bar rule in this way is
not offensive to the values of symmetry and consistency, equity, or
the policy that promotes settlement. Presumably, when Congress
established shared liability for violations of the pertinent sections, it
understood that solvent defendants would assume the liabilities of
insolvent defendants. Placing the risk of an insolvent defendant on
the remaining defendants thus comports with the operation of the
securities laws. Furthermore, the modification is not inequitable because in the absence of a settlement the solvent defendants would
have had to assume the liabilities of the insolvent defendants.2 7
Finally, the modification also encourages settlement because the plaintiffs will not be penalized for settling early with partially solvent
defendants.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Contribution is "an important, not an inconsequential, feature
of securities laws. ' 288 Providing a right of contribution, however, is
only a starting point. Many different approaches can be taken to
the administration of this right. Each of these approaches will in
turn have a severe effect on the plaintiff, the settling defendants and
the nonsettling defendants, particularly with respect to the dilemma
posed by partial settlement when a right to contribution exists.
The goal of the federal securities laws is to deter wrongdoing.
The method chosen by Congress to effectuate that goal is to make
286. See Adamski, supra note 13, at 570. Adamski calls for enactment of federal
legislation to deal with this anomaly. In light of the ability of courts to fashion
rules to govern contribution, such enactment is not necessary.
Adamski also raises the interesting question of how the proportionate share of
insolvent nonsettling defendants should be divided. Id. at 571. By settling, defendants
escape their share of the liability of insolvent defendants. Perhaps the easiest solution
within the operation of the proportionate settlement bar rule is to have the jury
apportion any insolvent defendants' liability among the settling and nonsettling
defendants when the settling and nonsettling defendants' shares of liability are
determined.
287. See Franklin v. Kaypro Corp., 884 F.2d 1222, 1231 (9th Cir. 1989)
("[W]e do not lose sight of the fact that we are speaking of equities among
wrongdoers .... ), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 890 (1990). The equities due to the
settling and nonsettling defendants are bounded by the fact that they are, potentially,
jointly and severally liable to the plaintiff.
288. Musick, Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 113 S. Ct. 2085,
2091 (1993).
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each wrongdoer accountable, whether to a plaintiff or to other wrongdoers, for the damage caused by that wrongdoer. Such accountability
is to be bound only by the principles of joint and several liability.
Although the legislative history does not provide explicit statements
of purpose, contribution dearly plays a role in the scheme: contribution prevents wrongdoers from escaping accountability. Plaintiffs,
who have been given the role of exposing violations and prosecuting
claims, are protected from the vagaries of defendants' wealth because
they may collect damages from any one of the defendants. The
defendants, through the mechanism of contribution, have been given
the task of making all wrongdoers accountable.
Settlement bars on contribution pursuant to a partial settlement
can disrupt this scheme. Under some rules, the plaintiff is too protected. There is no incentive to hold settling defendants accountable
for the settling defendants' full measure of damages and there may,
in fact, be incentives to do the opposite. At the same time, settlement
bars preclude the defendants from properly sorting out responsibility
and from holding all wrongdoers accountable.
Given that aspect of settlement bars, it is tempting to disallow
their use and to forego any benefits of partial settlements. That is
not necessary. Although promotion of private settlements is the least
compelling of the many seemingly conflicting goals involved, it is,
nevertheless, a goal that should be accommodated if no damage is
done to the purposes or the mechanics of the federal securities laws.
Such accommodation is possible with the use of the proportionate
settlement bar rule. Among the settlement bar rules, the proportionate
rule clearly is the most consistent and symmetrical with the federal
securities laws. The proportionate rule allows plaintiffs to manage
their own cases and at the same time motivates plaintiffs to vigorously
prosecute all wrongdoers, including those with whom a partial settlement is reached. To the extent plaintiffs lose any of the protections
afforded by the joint and several liability of the defendants, they do
so of their own volition.
The proportionate settlement bar rule does more than place the
risks of partial settlement where Congress would have placed them.
It is also the most equitable of the rules. As such, it brings the rule
of contribution full circle. The modern rules allowing contribution
were born from a desire to foster equity. The extinguishing of an
individual defendant's right to contribution, therefore, should be
accomplished in the most equitable fashion.

